
Theo Tan and the
Fox Spirit
by Jesse Q. Sutanto
JF Sutanto
Inheriting a grieving fox spirit named
Kai after his older brother Jamie
dies, Theo Tan and Kai must cast
aside their differences to solve the
mystery surrounding Jamie's death.

Catalina Incognito
by Jennifer Torres
JF Torres
When her aunt, a famous telenovela
actress, gives her a magical sewing
kit, eight-year-old Catalina
Castaneda must create the perfect
disguise to track down the person
responsible for stealing the
rhinestones from her aunt's most
famous costume.

Juvenile Graphic Novel
Banana Fox and the
Secret Sour Society
by James Kochalka
JGN Banana
The great detective Banana Fox is
called back to duty to find a missing
turtle. The Secret Sour Society is
back and they're mixing up a bunch
of trouble.

The Rez Detectives
by Steven Paul Judd
JGN Rez
When his crush, Okchanlush, wants
to know what happened to the ice
cream man, fifth grader Tasembo
recruits his brainy neighbor Nuseka
into the Rez Dog Detective Agency to
solve their first case.
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The Mysterious
Disappearance of Aidan S.
by David Levithan
JF Levithan
Lucas struggles to believe his
brother’s fantastical story explaining
what happened to him during an
agonizing six-day disappearance, an
account that the other members of
their community believe is made up.

Let the Monster Out
by Chad Lucas
JF Lucas
When things in their town keep
getting stranger and stranger, Bones
Malone, and Kyle Specks team up to
solve this mystery, which forces
them to face their worst nightmares
as they search for the truth.

Chester Keene Cracks
the Code
by Kekla Magoon
JF Magoon
Partnering with his classmate Skye
to complete a puzzle-solving
mission, Chester finds his carefully
curated schedule disrupted by her
haphazard, free-wheeling ways as
they try to crack the code in a world
where nothing is what it seems.

The Ghost of
Midnight Lake
by Lucy Strange
JF Strange
In 1899, 12-year-old Agatha is cast
out of her ancestral home by her
cruel cousin and learns that the
local lake is haunted by a young girl
who could hold the key to Agatha's
true identity.
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Juvenile Fiction
Just Harriet
by Elana K. Arnold
JF Arnold
Arriving on Marble Island off the
coast of California to stay with her
nanu, Harriet—who doesn't always
tell the truth—discovers a place full
of surprises and a mystery involving
her dad that she is determined
to solve.

I Know You're Lying
by Daphne Benedis-Grab
JF Benedis-Grab
There's been a theft at the middle
school! Sasha's bag has been stolen
from her locker. Present at the time
of the crime, Maddie, Jack, Nora,
and Henry become top suspects.
Can they figure out who the thief is
before Sasha gets her revenge on all
of them?

Daybreak on Raven Island
by Fleur Bradley
JF Bradley
While on a class field trip to Raven
Island prison, three seventh-grade
students stumble upon a dead body,
miss the last ferry back home, and
must spend the night in a place
where they must work together
to survive.

Duet
by Elise Broach
JF Broach
The life of a musically gifted bird
changes forever after she discovers
the music of Chopin and helps a
talented young pianist solve the
mystery of a long-lost Chopin piano.

Drew Leclair Gets a Clue
by Katryn Bury
JF Bury
When a cyberbully posts rumors
about other students at school,
Drew—to protect her own secret—
puts her sleuthing skills to good use
to find the culprit, who just might be
one of her closest friends.

Mr. Summerling's
Secret Code
by Dori Hillestad Butler
JF Butler
Mr. Summerling talked about being
a treasure hunter, and news of his
death has brought Marly into a
treasure hunt of her own. In his will,
Mr. Summerling left a treasure for
Marly and two classmates, Isla and
Sai. They have to work together with
a series of riddles, puzzles, and clues
to find the treasure.

A Perfect Mistake
by Melanie Conklin
JF Conklin
To remember the events on the
night that left his friend Will in a
coma, Max enlists the help of a
classmate and aspiring journalist,
but not everyone wants the truth
to be revealed.

The Pear Affair
by Judith Eagle
JF Eagle
Arriving in Paris to find her beloved
old au pair Perrine—Pear—who has
gone missing, Penelope enters the
darkest, most mysterious parts of
the city with the help of a savvy
bellboy, where she stumbles upon a
sinister plot.

The Midnight Children
by Dan Gemeinhart
JF Gemeinhart
Outcast Ravani Foster must keep
newcomer Virginia safe when he
learns she is in danger, or lose the
only person who has ever
understood him.

The Secret Letters
by Margaret Peterson Haddix
JF Haddix
When Colin and Nevaeh both find
mysterious letters dating back to
the 1970s—one of which reads like
a confession to a crime—their new
friendship is threatened when this
letter pits their families against
each other.

Ophie's Ghosts
by Justina Ireland
JF Ireland
Discovering her ability to see ghosts
when a cruel act ends her father's
life and forces her to move in with
relatives in 1920s Pittsburgh, young
Ophelia forges a helpful bond
with a spirit whose own life ended
suddenly and unjustly.

Hide and GEEK
by T.P. Jagger
JF Jagger
To save their hometown of
Elmwood, which was put on the
map by the late Maxine Van Houten
and her popular puzzle sphere, the
GEEKs (Gina, Edgar, Elena, and
Kevin) must solve the famous
toymaker’s final puzzle.
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